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INDUSTRIAL VISIT REPORT 

Name of Industry/Organization:    Sumago Infotech Pvt. Ltd. 

Date of Visit                                   :    03/11/2023  

Visit Coordinator                          :    Mr. Pradip P. Ghorpade 

Class                                               :    S.E  AI & DS 

Number of Visitors                        :    41 students & 3 Faculty member   

About Sumago Infotech Private Limited:  

    Sumago Infotech Private Limited is a software company from India 

established on 13th November 2013. Sumago provides a variety of 

services such as web and mobile app development, software 

development, digital marketing, software testing, and quality assurance. 

They work in different sectors including technology, finance, healthcare, 

media, and manufacturing. 

   The company's goal is to revolutionize service processes and make 

information technology accessible to everyone, not just the elite. They 

aim to create IT solutions that make their customers happy and build 

strong relationships based on trust, values, and professionalism. 

   Additionally, Sumago Infotech is actively hiring and training new 

talent, and they have participated in campus drives to recruit promising 

students. They are also part of the Startup India Initiative, which 

demonstrates their commitment to innovation and technology. 

 

Report:  

    The department of AI & DS organized an industrial visit to Sumago 

Infotech Pvt. Ltd, Shivaji Nagar,Pune. This visit was organized on 3rd  

November 2023 for SE students. A total of 41 students and 3 faculty, Prof.  

Pradip Ghorpade, Prof. Komal  Gaikwad , Prof. Hema Jadhav  visited the 

company. The visit was organized with the prior permission and guidance 

of Principal Dr.R.S Bichkar and HOD of Artificial Intelligence and Data 

Science  Department Dr. Pradip Paithane. Faculty members coordinated 

the visit.   
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   The primary objective of the visit was to fill the gap between industry 

and academics. The session provided an overview of the company's 

history, its core values, and the projects it has been involved in. This gave 

the students a clear understanding of the company's profile and its 

contributions to the IT sector. Following the informative session, an 

interactive question and answer session was arranged. During this 

session, we had the opportunity to engage with the company's team 

members and gain valuable insights into various aspects of the software 

industry. They encouraged students to actively participate in hands-on 

projects and develop their coding abilities. The company stressed the 

significance of ethical conduct and effective teamwork in a corporate 

environment. They shared their experiences of collaborative projects and 

how team dynamics play a pivotal role in achieving success. The students 

learned about the various stages of software development, including 

planning, coding, testing, and deployment. The team members discussed 

the challenges and innovations in the industry, giving students a 

comprehensive view of how it operates. 

   During the visit Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed 

between VPKBIET, Baramati and Sumago Infotech Pvt. Ltd. for 3 

years.Under this the company will provide the opportunities like 

Internship , various workshops , training programs and seminars which 

will be beneficial for students. 

   The industrial visit to Sumago Infotech Pvt. Ltd. was both informative 

and inspiring for the students of VPKBIET, Baramati. They taught us a 

lot about tech world. This visit not only enriched our knowledge but also 

motivated us to apply what we have learned in our academic pursuits. 

   So, the exposure that uplifts the knowledge and experience of a student 

needs to be properly documented in the form of a report. A properly 

prepared report can facilitate the presentation of the practical experience 

in an orderly, precise and interesting manner. 
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Glimpses of Visit 

 

 

 

 

Presentation conducted by the team member of Sumago Infotech. 

Industrial visit to Sumago Infotech 

Pvt.Ltd.  
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MoU signed between VPKBIET and Sumago Infotech. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


